
L’lien Rainforest
Pronunciation: Lu-leen
Main Race: Unknown
Secondary: N/A
Biomes: Rainforest, Wetlands

Industrial and City
expansion level

Plant and animal
farming Deep Magic

None None High
.
Location: Right between Holdfast and Neux Belavora, underneath the Wyldelands.

What was it like?: L’lien Rainforest was deep, unmapped, and lush land. It was the hottest, most humid
and rainy area on the continent. Dense forest in the north, with estuary mangrove swamps to the south.

● Nearly every culture has their own name for the Rainforest, but many people were taught the
common name, L’lien, in schools. This area was steeped in mystery, lore, and magic.
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● Immediately after the chain of lakes in the north, the tree line towered above as an impenetrable
green wall. The Rainforest radiated life energy, but was eerily silent when standing at the northern
border.  Even Wylde Elf activity seemed nonexistent.

● The L’lien Marshes spread for miles, with crisscrossing watery pathways that seem to change
behind you. It was generally believed that the entire southern half of the Rainforest floated on the
water, due to the density of marshgrasses and estuarine trees and vines. Dangerous beasts were
also believed to live underneath the lush mats of vegetation, eager for snacks.

● Many sick or dying individuals would come to the edge of the forest for complex healing rituals,
believing that the huge radiation of living energy will augment their magic. The journey to this
area was long and treacherous, and nearly impossible by boat.

● Many reagents and artifacts sold on the black magic market were claimed to have been obtained
from ancient sites deep within the Rainforest.

Did you Know?: There were thought to be Halflings living here, as rumors of a Bellena tree grove have
existed for centuries, but no one was able to officially show evidence of either.
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